Highlighters

- Super bright fluorescent ink
- Chisel tip for broad highlighting or fine underlining
- Won’t dry out if left uncapped for up to 8 hours
- ACMI approved, non-toxic

Gel Pens

- Quick drying ink protects against smearing
- Comfortable full grip barrel
- Medium and fine point

Gel-ocity® Quick Dry Gel Pen
- Quick drying ink protects against smearing
- Comfortable full grip barrel
- Medium and fine point

Mechanical Pencils

- Bold, vivid colors
- Clean and quick erasing
- Perfect for office or home use
- ACMI approved, non-toxic

Intensity® Bold
- Bold, vivid colors
- Clean and quick erasing
- Perfect for office or home use
- ACMI approved, non-toxic

Intensity® Low Odor
- Nose friendly, low odor
- Smooth ink flow with bold, vivid colors
- Great for students and schools
- ACMI approved, non-toxic

Intensity® Advanced Dry Erase
- Bright, vivid colors
- Delivers both low odor and bold writing
- Provides smooth, consistent ink flow
- Visible ink supply level
- ACMI approved, non-toxic

To receive your gift card:

Go to [http://bicwritingrebate.com/ESS](http://bicwritingrebate.com/ESS) complete the online submission form and upload your original dated invoice with qualifying BIC Writing Products circled, listing a minimum of $50 for each $25 gift card requested. The invoice must clearly show: 1) Purchase date from January 1, 2021 – June 30, 2021; 2) At least $50 of any BIC Writing Products purchased through an eligible reseller in a single transaction (before tax). If your invoice is too long to fit in one image, you may upload multiple images.

Or: Mail this original, fully completed redemption certificate with original dated invoice or packing slip with qualifying BIC Writing Products circled, listing a minimum of $50 for each $25 gift card requested to the address at right.

Receive: A $25 Gift Card (for each $50 spent, limit 4) by mail or email (Gift Card terms & conditions will apply).

For mail-in submissions only, mail to:

BIC® Stationery Dealer Rebate - ESS
PO Box 7770
Melville, NY 11775-7770
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